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Using Collaboration for Revit and BIM 360 Docs to
Bring the Distributed Team Together
Matthew Anderle
Ron Allen

Learning Objectives





Learn about the enhanced capabilities of Collaboration for Revit
Understand Collaboration for Revit workflows across a distributed team
Learn how to integrate BIM 360 Docs for project management
Learn how to adjust project workflows for cloud collaboration

Description
Using Autodesk Cloud Services—BIM 360 Docs software and Collaboration for Revit cloud
service—the opportunity to interact with team members located across the globe is reaching
unprecedented heights. We will explore the new possibilities provided by these two Autodesk
services to move your project to the cloud and manage team member access, model design
review, and published documents through the web interface and mobile applications. Looking at
the functionality each cloud service brings to the project, we will walk through the new project
workflows and management capabilities, and discuss the best approach for migrating your next
project to the cloud.
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Speaker(s)
Matthew Anderle is the Building Information Modeling (BIM) Director for the Buildings+Places
business line of AECOM, with focus on the Americas. He is a BIM and technology evangelist
with over 16 years of experience establishing global BIM workflows and standards around
content, training, interoperability, and BIM consultation as a service.
His experience spans over multiple market sectors with emphasis on large healthcare facilities,
data centers, aviation, government projects, and residential. Mr. Anderle serves AECOM as a
leader in the advanced and efficient implementation of BIM processes for a variety of project
types. He manages and directs large project teams on interoffice BIM collaboration workflows,
enabling continental offices to work as one entity.

matthew.anderle@aecom.com
Ron Allen Ron Allen is an Arc IV/ BIM Manager with AECOM through Buildings+Places in the
Greenwood/Denver Office.
His professional career started in Architecture in 1998. In 2006 he started using Revit which
changed everything. Since 2006 he has worked production and BIM management on several
projects across many Architectural Business lines from interiors, through residential, production
housing, commercial, low/mid/high rise, hospitality, medical, military, industrial, themed, and
transit.
In his current position at AECOM and as Arc IV/BIM Manager he is continuing the integration
and exploration of new and useful technologies including Databases, LIDAR, UAVs,
Photogrammetry, IOT, Electronics, VR, AR, Model manager, Model compare, the A360 Suite
including Autodesk Navis, C4R, BIM 360 Glue, and Docs.

ron.allen@aecom.com
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Introduction to Collaboration Methods for Distributed Teams
Collaboration in BIM has surmounted several obstacles in the past decade and to know where
we are today is best understood by first characterizing workflows which are otherwise lacking
with respect to contemporary data environments. These previous workflows are categorized in
one of the following four diagrams.

Historic Distributed Team Collaboration Workflows
Static File Sharing
In recent history, sending files from one location to another was the only way to
overcome the disconnection of team members working in separate office locations, both
internal and external. In some cases this workflow is still enacted to alleviate data
sovereignty restrictions and extreme security measures. While this process was
successful in providing information to other team members, the shared information
immediately suffered from data decay as the authoring team continued to make
additions and revisions to active data. File sizes, methods of transferring, and frequency
all limited this workflow and the realized success achieved by the team. Security was
also a concern because restrictions could not be maintained once files were distributed
and no longer monitored by the authoring company.

FIGURE. 1: STATIC FILE SHARING

Network to Network with Accelerators
Hosting data on a universally accessible file share within a company’s network has
several advantages, but not without challenges. While this method did not improve
external collaboration, it did make the active project data accessible to all internal team
members without delay. Significant infrastructure improvements were required to support
this connectivity, and while those standards are common today, a decade ago the costs
for Internet Service Provider (ISP) speeds to connect offices with low latency were
exponentially higher. Wide Area Network (WAN) accelerator appliances such as
Riverbed helped with this latency, but did not truly solve large project collaboration
challenges. Often, access to project directories was controlled through Active Directory
Groups, which provided the appropriate security, but were tedious to manage.
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FIGURE 2: NETWORK TO NETWORK FILE SHARING WITH EXTERNAL CONSULTANT

Centralized Data with Local Caching Appliances
Revit Server, along with similar solutions from other software vendors, leverage a
Centralized Host-to-Local Accelerator relationship which caches project data localized to
team members at each office, while managing permissions and file-locking at the Central
Host location, typically in a Datacenter. This data environment was a critical step toward
cloud-based solutions because it opened the door for centralized data with localized
access, with the opportunity to also invite external team members into the system. The
Revit Server environment introduced a three-tiered file replication using a Central File,
Cached File, and Local File. This hierarchy was invisible to most users but did require
management of the added complexity of synchronizing files for large teams. This system
also required additional resources to accommodate the demand of not only a Host
Server, but also Accelerator Servers at each office where team members were
connecting to the Host.

FIGURE 3: CENTRALIZED DATA WITH LOCAL CACHING APPLIANCES
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Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
One competing strategy to centralize data is Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) which
brings the team and project files to one location. Using a small desktop workstation,
each team member connects to a Virtual Computer within a Datacenter using Remote
Desktop. Now the team and the data are co-located and can work seamlessly on a
project from anywhere. Distinct advantages to this system include automatic software
roll-outs, direct connectivity to data and file linking, and centralized security measures.

FIGURE 4: VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE
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Autodesk Cloud Services
BIM 360 Team & Collaboration for Revit Overview
BIM 360 Team provides project teams with centralized access to project data through a cloudbased platform. BIM 360 Team can be accessed outside of Revit via users’ web browsers to
review and explore the project. Both models and users for these two cloud services are
managed through BIM 360 Team.
Autodesk Collaboration for Revit (C4R) works with BIM 360 Team to provide direct multi-user
collaboration via the cloud. The software is optimized for project teams that are distributed
across multiple organizations and disciplines, while providing review and comment capabilities
to stakeholders that are non-Revit users. Project team members work from the same central
Revit file to develop a design, make suggestions, provide mark-ups, give approvals, and
participate in real-time reviews. Designs, iterations, and reviews are conducted in a central
workspace, eliminating data silos and delivering projects efficiently. This improved flow of
communication allows for better project transparency, accelerated project timelines and greater
flexibility on large-scale projects, which results in efficient, cost-effective project delivery.

Autodesk BIM 360 Docs Overview
BIM 360 Docs software allows design and construction professionals to collaborate more
effectively, resulting in reduced project risks and greater communication. Architects, engineers,
contractors, foremen, and document managers are provided with real-time access to current
versions of digital plans and details allowing for better coordination between disciplines and
ultimately ensuring a better work product. Autodesk BIM 360 Team and Autodesk Collaboration
for Revit are two different, but related services that work together for enhanced efficiency.
Versions of a Revit model are published to BIM 360 Team which acts as a hub for Revit project
workflow.

Enhanced Capabilities of Collaboration for Revit
Many of the expected workflow functionalities which exist in local-server model work-sharing are
maintained when moving to the C4R environment. The features which set this cloud service
apart are classified in three categories of enhanced capabilities.

Connectivity of Team
C4R accomplishes the paramount task of bringing the team together in a work-sharing
environment focused on team interoperability. The Communicator application provides
the tools required by complex projects to enable team members to interact with each
other in a chat-like interface, to preview synchronizing operations, and to view team
members assigned to the project who are active in the model.
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FIGURE 5: AUTODESK COMMUNICATOR APPLICATION PANELS

Data Consolidation
Hosting project models in a common data environment is one of the more challenging
obstacles in live-design collaboration. While VDI and Host-Accelerator are options that
also store data in a centralized location, C4R does this without the complexities of
network mapping, or expensive capital investments into server and accelerator
appliances. The only infrastructure required is an internet connection, which greatly
improves data accessibility.

Data Accessibility
With the elimination of file servers and accelerators which typically operate in a closed
company network, cloud-based collaboration opens the opportunity for any invited team
member to access the live authoring documents from anywhere they have an internet
connection. Data accessibility is not limited to just authoring documents. The C4R
environment opens access to the published version of these documents through digital
devices beyond computers. Devices such as tablets and smart phones now have
connectivity to the project data through web viewers which allow team members to
navigate and mine information directly from the model without risk of disrupting active
model changes.

FIGURE 6: C4R COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT
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Understand Collaboration for Revit Workflows Across a Distributed Team
There are four key concepts to understand when preparing your team for a C4R hosted project.
As outlined below, assigning access level and Autodesk ID entitlements, preparing for a singledirectory live-design environment, Revit versions, and comprehending the difference between
C4R authoring models and published models, are the key elements to a successful C4R team
integration. The diagram “FIGURE 13: C4R COLLABORATION TEAM AND FILE PLANNING” is
a planning reference for getting started in the C4R environment.

Assigning Access Levels and Autodesk ID Entitlements
Permissions for your C4R projects are all maintained through the BIM 360 Team
website. Team members can have one of three access levels which include:
1. Viewer – allows a team member to view and browse information on the BIM 360
Team website only and restricts downloading files or creating markups.
2. Editor – permits the team member to view, manage, and markup documents on
the BIM 360 Team website along with rights to access authoring models through
Revit in C4R.
3. Project Admin – provides full rights to the project to add and remove team
members, change project settings along with all the rights of an Editor.
Permissions are just the first step; Autodesk ID entitlements are also required for a team
member to fully utilize the access roles of Editor and Project Admin. While access to the
BIM 360 Team website can be extended to any team member with an Autodesk ID, only
those with C4R entitlements applied to their Autodesk IDs will have file-listing and
authoring rights within Revit.

FIGURE 7: BIM 360 TEAM ACCESS LEVELS
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Preparing for a Single-Directory Live-Design Environment
The first stage of planning for C4R is to convey to your team the difference in model
organization and how your team will prepare to move from a typical Windows folder
structure to the single-directory file storage for live-design authoring models. C4R does
not use folders, therefore a strong naming convention is crucial for model organization
and sorting. One recommended naming convention is defined as ProjectNumberAuthoringCompany- RevitVersion-CampusName_BuildingName-Discipline-(optional:
ModelDissection).rvt, which may seem long but is better illustrated with actual data such
as 12345678-ACM-R17-AU_ VNTN-AE-SPOLO3502.rvt. This will enable your team
members to locate files in a long list of models. It is recommended that models be
grouped as follows:
1. Authoring Company
2. Campus and Building
3. Discipline
4. Dissection models grouped by discipline.
The second stage is to discuss model authoring etiquette in a live-design environment.
Because permissions are universally broadcast across the entire C4R environment,
when a team member is provided access to author in Revit, that user has access to all
models in the project. Proper authoring etiquette must be maintained to limit your model
interactions only to the models your company is authoring. The advantage is that all
model content is located and linked from one location – live as the entire team evolves
the model through design – and is consumable by each team member as information is
added or modified.

Revit Versions
C4R project sites are compatible with all versions of Revit starting with Revit 2016 (C4R
Add-In required this version only) through Revit 2018, including all sub-version releases.
Once a C4R project has been created, you will notice it is visible in all versions of Revit
until the first model is published to the site. Once this occurs, the project is locked to the
primary year version of Revit for the duration of its use, and will only be visible in that
version of Revit from this point forward. There should be an emphasis on all team
members using consistent versions of Revit to ensure model compatibility and to
minimize the potential for model or element corruption.

The Differences Between C4R Authoring Models and Published Models
As illustrated in “FIGURE 6: C4R COMMON DATA ENVIRONMENT”, team members
interact with models in Revit only through the C4R cloud environment. Although model
publishing is a function of the C4R Add-In, the models published to BIM 360 Team are
not tethered to the live authoring models in any way. When the team publishes a model
from C4R to BIM 360 Team, the system will replace that model automatically on the
website with a new version, and maintain a version history that can be viewed and/or
downloaded at any time. When a team member downloads a model from BIM 360
Team, it acts as a detached version and has no connectivity to active authoring models.
The system tracks these models by the GUID which allows for unique editing and
managing tools, such as renaming the models on-the-fly which auto populates in
Manage Links and will show the new name when each team member synchronizes with
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the Central model. Almost all model management activities should be performed in Revit
using the Manage Model tools found on the Collaborate ribbon. Use Publish Settings to
select Views and Sheets to be made available within the online viewer in BIM 360 Team;
all model content is maintained when published and downloaded through BIM 360
Team.

FIGURE 8: PUBLISH SETTINGS

FIGURE 9: MANAGE CLOUD MODELS DIALOG WINDOW

FIGURE 10: MANAGE CLOUD MODELS PUBLISH NOTICE
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Additional review and commenting tools are available on BIM 360 Team for Views and
Sheets for use by non-Revit users and mobile device access.

FIGURE 11: BIM 360 TEAM VIEWER – SHEET VIEW

FIGURE 12: BIM 360 TEAM VIEWER – 3D VIEW

FIGURE 13: C4R COLLABORATION TEAM AND FILE PLANNING
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Learn how to integrate BIM 360 Docs for project management
BIM 360 Docs best integrates into cloud collaboration for document management which
includes, but is not limited to, package submittals, issue and redline tracking, RFI management,
and document distribution. The enhanced permission levels and wide-variety of devices which
can be used to access BIM 360 Docs puts this cloud document management system at the
forefront of distributed team collaboration tools. The three key concepts to understand BIM 360
Docs are the distinct types of folders, application of permissions, and document markup and
review.

Distinct Types of Folders
When first initiating a BIM 360 Docs project you will notice there are two default top level
folders. The Plans folder which is intended for sheet documents and other extended uses, and
the Project Files folder which is a repository for other non-plan set documents.

FIGURE 14: DISTINCT TYPES OF FOLDERS

Plans
This top level folder, and any user-created additional subfolders, are used for managing
and reviewing sets of construction documents which include both a 2D and 3D viewer.
One of the most versatile features of this folder type is the auto-processing of multi-page
PDFs and raw Revit models. When PDF or RVT files are uploaded to a folder in the
Plans section, BIM 360 Docs automatically extracts the sheets and views into separate
files prepared for redline and review. Using a feature called Title Block Templates, you
can define areas of information which the Docs system converts to metadata using OCR
and populates in the file listing. Additional folder functionality include, auto-hyperlinking
callouts to sheets, the ability to download documents with or without hyperlinks, markup
tools for drawings and model views, and issue reporting on the project drawings.
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FIGURE 15: BIM 360 DOCS FOLDERS WITH ADDITIONAL SUBFOLDERS

FIGURE 16: BIM 360 DOCS – UPLOAD WORKFLOW

FIGURE 17: BIM 360 DOCS – AUTO-EXTRACTED REVIT MODEL
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FIGURE 18: BIM 360 DOCS – ADMIN RFI WORKFLOW MANAGER

Project Files
The primary purpose for storing documents in the Project Files folders or subfolders are
for sharing and commenting on any non-plan set project documents. Examples may
include, but are not limited to, images or photos, spreadsheets, specs, reports, or typical
office documents. PDFs in this folder or subfolders are viewable but not auto-separated
into individual sheets, however, the Title Block Template will still extract metadata using
an OCR process. The opportunity to view a 3D model is also a feature of this folder but
uploaded models are not auto-extracted to views and sheets.

Applying Permissions
There are five levels of permissions you can apply to your project folders, which can be applied
in three different groupings. The five levels of permissions are:
 Upload - only. User/role/company may share their own documents with other team
members in the folder.
 View - only. User/role/company may view documents and add markups or issues, but
cannot upload documents.
 View + Upload. User/role/company may share their own documents with team members
and view any other documents in the folder.
 View + Upload + Edit. User/role/company may share their own documents with team
members and view and edit any other documents in the folder.
 View + Upload + Edit + Control. User/role/company may share their own documents
with team members and view and edit any other documents in the folder. As part of the
Controller (control) role they can also carry out tasks within the folder that are usually
restricted to the Project Admin. This includes creating title blocks, adding project
members and managing permissions. This permission level offers the greatest access to
folders.
(AUTODESK KNOWLEDGE NETWORK)

These permissions can be applied to any folder, inherited top down, or individually. The three
ways a team member can gain permission to a folder is:
1. By their name as an individual
2. By what role they are assigned
3. By their company
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FIGURE 19: BIM 360 DOCS – FOLDER PERMISSIONS

Document Markup and Review
BIM 360 Docs has a built-in file viewer which allows you to view both 2D documents and 3D
models on virtually any device including mobile devices. One of the more useful collaboration
tools, especially for distributed teams, is online markup and reviews. This keeps redlines and
comments from the team in a localized and structured format, easily reviewed, shared, and
processed. Members with View permissions will only be able to create and see markups
personally. A team member requires Edit permissions to have the ability to create and publish
markups for all team members to see and to respond. By default, all markups are created as
private markups until published, either at the time of generating the markup, or later by editing
the markup.

FIGURE 20: BIM 360 DOCS – EXAMPLE MARKUP IN A 3D VIEW WITH SECTION

Another very beneficial tool in BIM 360 Docs is the ability review sheets in compare mode, using
either an overlay visual graphic or a swipe slider to scroll the changes back and forth across the
sheet. Both methods are extremely useful when reviewing previous versions of document sets
to identify where changes were addressed, or to compare design evolution between submittals.
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FIGURE 21: BIM 360 DOCS – EXAMPLE COMPARE VIEW MODE FOR SHEET VERSIONS

Tips on How to Adjust Project Workflows for Cloud Collaboration
1. Opening models with worksets closed using the “Specify…” option will assist in opening
projects faster. When this is done, the model will not load the content from that workset.
If the workset content needs to be loaded after the model is open, the content loaded
from linked models will only reference the cached version of that content. See Tip #6 for
the process to reload the most current content from linked models.
2. Shared Coordinates must be acquired from a linked model when using C4R. The C4R
environment does not allow the publishing of shared coordinates. Adjust your workflow
to include a Master Site model defining the shared coordinate system which is then
loaded into every aggregate model. After the aggregate model acquires the shared
coordinate, the link can be removed.
3. All users working in the C4R environment must have the same version and sub-version
of Revit (i.e. 2017 vs 2017.2.2).
4. If a model needs to be replaced in the C4R environment, “Manage Cloud Models” must
be used. In this process, the user will open the Manage Cloud Models dialog and use
the tools to delete the model. This change will be reflected in the BIM 360 website after
the action is complete. When the model is deleted, all previous versions will be removed
from the C4R project. You can then re-initiate cloud sharing on the replacement model.
5. If a model needs to be renamed, the file does not need to be recentralized. The Manage
Cloud Models tool will allow renaming of central models without affecting the GUID of
that model. This will also not adversely affect any other models that are linking to the
model. Models that are referencing the renamed file will see the name change when the
user reloads the link, or the next time the model is opened.
6. Reload From should be used anytime a linked model needs to be updated. Simply using
Reload will only result in reloading a cached version of this link.
7. Local files are automatically created when working in the C4R environment and thus not
required to manage when cloud collaborating. If you run into any issues with outdated
models, search the Autodesk Knowledge Network for step by step guides to clear your
Collaboration Cache.
8. The active C4R model will track every synchronization from the creation of the Central
Model. This will report in the Previous Versions section of the Manage Cloud Models
dialog. Any user can “rollback” any of these previous versions of the model. NOTE:
when a rollback is completed, the model will not retain any of the synchronized changes
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since that version. This process should be avoided and only performed when there is no
other option to recover a model. See Tip #10 for published models. A best practice when
using this tool is to systematically open the previous version until the model is recovered.
This will prevent any accidental deletion of content.
9. Because C4R and BIM 360 Team services are separate services, the BIM 360 Team
website will only show “Published” versions of each model. The Publish tool in Manage
Cloud Models will allow the user to publish all models, or individual models depending
on the need. It is a good practice to publish each model on a regular schedule (at
minimum, two times per week) to “archive” these models on the BIM 360 Team website.
The BIM 360 Team website also tracks revisions of published models and each version
will be available to download in cases where there are problems, or if a user requires a
detached version of a model.
10. When publishing models, the user can specify publish settings to show certain views or
sheets on the BIM 360 site. These can be 2D views, 3D views, and sheets.
11. The Manage Cloud Models dialog also has a tool to Relinquish All users from a C4R
model. This should only be used in extreme cases when a user has borrowed elements
and cannot relinquish them. This process may also affect other users that are in the
model. The best approach is to have all users synchronize changes and exit the model.
The BIM lead can then use this tool to force relinquish the users that have borrowed
elements. Once completed and after a synchronization by the BIM Lead, the model can
then be opened again by all users.
12. In some cases, there are permission errors that report a looping of borrowed elements.
When this happens, the BIM Lead should take ownership of all worksets (including
project information, family worksets, view worksets, and user-created worksets),
synchronize the model with ownership of those elements, without relinquishing anything
before synchronizing. When the model is synchronized and all worksets are still owned
by the BIM Lead, he/she can then relinquish those worksets and synchronize the model
one last time. When this is complete, each user can Reload Latest and synchronize their
models. There should be no further issues with looping permissions. This may also be
used in conjunction with the Relinquish All dialog described in Tip #11.

Helpful Links
Autodesk Knowledge Network – C4R Start to Finish
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/collaboration-for-revit/learnexplore/caas/auonline/content/au/global/en/au-online/classes-on-demand/classcatalog/classes/year-2015/revit-for-architects/as9747-l/jcr-content.html

Autodesk Knowledge Network – BIM 360 Docs Management
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/bim-360-docs/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/ENU/BIM-360-Docs/files/GUID-2F30CFD7-0B75-4E9B9B4B-5CA3C643D903-htm.html
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